Cell fusion: from hybridoma to dendritic cell-based vaccine.
The deployment of dendritic cell (DC) and tumor cell fusions is increasing in tumor immunotherapy. In animal and human studies, fusion cell vaccines have been shown to possess the elements essential for processing and presenting tumor antigens to host immune cells, for inducing effective immune response and for breaking T-cell tolerance to tumor-associated antigens. Moreover, fusion cell vaccines provide protection against challenge with tumor cells and mediate regression of established tumors. Despite these unique features of fusion cell vaccines and the observation of tumor eradication in animal studies, limited success has occurred in clinical trials. This article reviews the methods used for optimizing the preparation and selection of DC-tumor fusion cells and analyzes factors influencing the success or failure of fusion cell-mediated immunotherapy. In addition, we discuss the challenges facing effective fusion cell vaccine production, including factors in preparation, selection and quality control of fusion cell vaccines, as well as approaches for enhancing anti-tumor immunity.